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almost continuous function Peano continuum blocking set 
In a recent conversation Professor B.D. Garrett reminded me of the problem of 
c:haracterizing the almost continuous image of a Peano continuum. I posed this 
qluestion i  an earlier paper [S], but at that time I had no idea how to attack the 
problem. In this note we prove the following theorem. 
Tlworem. For a 2nd countable space Y to be the almost continuous image of a Peano 
continuum it is necessary and sufficient that Y be almost Peano. 
That f : X --+ Y is almost continuous means that if f s D, where L3 is an open subset 
of X x Y, then’D contains acontinuous function g :X + Y. 
A path is the continuous (not necessarily metric) image of an interval. That Y is 
aZmostPeano means that for each finite set of non-empty open subsets of Y there is a 
path contained-in ,Y which intersects each of them. Of course, if Y is metric the path 
above is just a Peano (locally connected metric) continuum. We make the distinction 
here so that-our Theorem will hold in a non-metric setting. 
Suppose that f :X --+ Y is not almost continuous. Then there exists a closed set 
KGXX Y such that Knf =0 and Kng#fl whenever g:X-+ Y is continuous. 
Such a closed set K is called a,blockingset off :X + Y. ff no proper subset of K is 3 
blocking set of f :X + Y, we say that K is an irreducible blocking set (IBS) of 
f:X+Y. 
bemma 1. (4) If f : X --) Y is not almost continuous and Xis compact, then there exists 
awEBS of f:X --, Y. 
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The interval [O, l] is denoted by the letter I. 
Lemma 2. Suppose K is an IBS off : I -+ Y, where Y is a path. Then the projection, 
p*(K), of K into I ig a nondegenerate interval. 
Pmof. pl(K) is non-degenerate b cause K meets each constant function. If we 
assume pr(R) is not connected, then there is a segment (a, b) such that (a, b) n 
PI(K) = Q but lo, a npI(K) # 0 and [b, l] npf(K) # 0. By the irreducibility of K 1 
there exist continuous functions gl : I --) Y and g2 :I + Y such that pr(gi n K) G 
[0, u] and pl(g2 nK) G [b, 11. Using the path connectedness of Y, a contradiction is 
now obtained by defining acontinuous function h :X + Y which agrees with gl on 
[b, l] and with g2 on [0, a]. 
Pmof of the Tkorem. Necessity. Suppose f : P + Y is onto and almost continuous 
and P is a Peano continuum. Let Ua, &, a , . , V, be open non-empty subsets of Y. 
We may as well take these sets to be pair-wise disjoint. For each i choose Ed such that 
f (xi) E Ui. Then 
n 
tpx y)- U ((xilx (Y- U)) 
i=l 
is open and contains f and hence contains acontinuous g : P + Y. Then g(P) is the 
required path. 
Su#Iciency. Since the composition of a continuous function with an almost 
continuous function is almost continuous (7), we netd only show that -Y is the almost 
continuous image of I. We define f: I --) Y as follows. Let V be the set of all closed 
subsets C of I x Y such that PI(C) has the cardinality, c, of the real line. Since I x Y 
is 2nd countable, V has cardinality ic* Using transfinite induction we can define f so 
that for each C E % there exists n E I such that (x, f(x)) E C. For each y E Y, 
I x (y} E s9 so f is onto. ‘We will show that f is almost ,continuous. Assume, then, that f
is not almost continuous and let R be a blocking set of f : I + Y. 
Let &,I IJ& . . . be a basis for Y. For each natural number n there is a path Pn which 
intersectseachof Ua, &, . . . , U,. Assume for the moment that for each n there is an 
Xn such that (x,} X Pn s K. Some subs equence ofx1, x2, . . . will converge to a number 
x and, since K is closed, {x} x Y :G K’ and (x, f(x)) E K, a contradiction. 
By the preceding paragraph t ese xists apath P G Y such that for each x E I there 
exists yE P such that (x, y) ti K. TM means that there exists a function gZ : I + P such 
that hnK=B and h(x)=f(x) enever f(x) E P. Now, the function h is almost 
continuous! To see this assume that it is not and let K’ be an IBS of h : I --) P. By 
Lemma 2 and the construction of ,C; f must intersect K’, but then so does h, a 
contradiction, 
Finally, the closed set K n (I ~9) misses the almost continuous function h so there 
exists a continuous function g : I -+ P which misses K n (I x P). If i : P + Y denotes 
the inclusion mapping, ig : I + Y is continuous and misses K. This contradiction 
completes the proof. 
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Corollary (To the proof). If Y is the almost continuous image of I and is 2nd 
countable, then Y is the image of an almost continuous function f : I -+ Y where f is a 
dense subset of I x Y. 
The construction used in the proof of the necessity of our Theorem has recently 
been called “the standard construction” by some because of its great usefulness1 iin 
this area. Cornette [1], for instance, used the same construction to show that every 
connected separable metric space is the connectivity image of I. 
The rest of this paper is devoted to giving some examples. To simplify matters all 
spaces are now assumed to be separable metric. 
Example 1. The plane continuum 
A = cl{(x, sin l/x}): O< XG 1) 
is the almost continuous image of a Peano continuum while 
B = cl{(x, sin l/x): 0 K 1x1 S 1) 
is not. 
A space X is almost arcwise connected if each two open non-empty subsets of X 
can be joined by an arc. Under our assumptions, an almost Peano space is almost 
arcwise connected. B D. Garrett has recently used the previously mcztioned result of 
Cornette together with the fact that the almost continuous image of a Peano 
continuum is almost arcwise connected to give a simple example of a connectivity 
function on I which is not almost continuous [2]. 
When I first became interested in almost arcwise connected spaces I thought that 
an almost arcwise connected continuum would have a dense arc component. A
counterexample was provided for me by C.L. Hagopian [3]. Clearly, a space with a 
dense arc component isalmost Peano. Any example of an almost arcwise connected 
continuum with no dense arc component must be somewhat complicated. If X is such 
a continuum and P is a Peano subcontinuum ofX, then it is easy to see that P is 
nowhere dense in X. By the Baire category theorem, X cannot be the union of 
countably many Peano continua. It would be of interest to know if an almost arcwise 
connected continuum with no dense arc component must have uncountably many arc 
components. 
Example 2 is Hagopian ‘8. It is an almost Peano continuum with no dense arc 
component. 
Example 2. Let M denote &raster’s indecomposable continuum with one end-point 
[d, p. 2041. The set P of points of M with abscissas in[i, $1 is the cross product of an 
interval with the Cantor set. Now, replace ach component of P with a copy of the 
continuum B of Example 1 with the limit bars perpet:dicular tothe plane. Call the 
resulting indecomposable continuum M’. Let CT, &, . be a sequence of distinct 
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ctamposants of At’. For each i, identify a finite number of point pairs in ITi in such a 
way that an arc in C’ comeswithin a distance E/i of each point of M’. Pairs of points 
are identi&d to bridge the limit bars and the pairs get closer to the limit bar. The 
decomposition space has the desired properties. 
. 
Now we give an example of an almost arcwise connected .continuum which is not 
almost Peano. 
IWBU@ 3. Let N denote Knaster’s indecomposable continuum with two end- 
points [6, p. 2053. Replace each side of a triangle with a copy of N where the 
end-points of N go to vertices. Call this continuum K. The arc component contaitig 
any vertex is dense in the two adjacent “sides”, so K is alm&t arcwise connected. ILet 
P be a point in an inaccessible composant ofN. No Peano continuum inK can be very 
close to the three copies of P. 
Ques&n. Can the 2nd countability hypothesis nthe Theorem be weaklened? 
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